RE Suite
Complete insight and control over your real estate information

The RE Suite allows you to collect, structure, analyze
and disseminate your real estate information. A
complete software solution, which allows various parts
to be easily automated. The software is modular in
design and can be implemented in a modular system.

MONITORING AND UNDERSTANDING
The entire real estate development and - management cycle is
functionally supported by the RE Suite. The RE Suite makes
your work more efficient and effective with applications such as
real estate development, real estate control, asset and portfolio
management, Maintenance (NEN 2767), financial exploitation,
energy and security. You have continuous insight into your real
estate information and therefore full control and grip on your
real estate portfolio.

 Default, but configurable. The RE Suite is tailored to
specific needs, making the standard software provide a
customized solution.
 Techniques and standards:: The RE Suite uses and
connects with modern techniques and standards: BIM,

COLLECTING INFORMATION
The RE Surveying software, allows data to be collected,
accessed and controlled "out in the field". Whether it is fire
safety, condition assessment (NEN 2767), mutation
maintenance or other aspects, it can all be entered by the same
surveying software on iPad or tablet PC.

CityGML, GIS, etc.
 Individual layout: layout can be adapted to the needs of the
individual user for creating support and familiarity with the
software.
 Users: multi-user application, even in different locations.
Access rights are customizable by the application manager.
 Release management: new versions of the RE Suite take
into account specific settings and extensions of the

FEATURES

customer, making the customized solution preserved for the

 Portal at every level: everyone in the organization has

client and the investment in time and energy intact

control capabilities at its own level and continuous insight
 Reporting at every level: generate standard and individual
composed reports in Word, Excel or PDF.

MODULAR SETUP

SUPPORT
DEMO Consultants offers a telephone support during business
hours and a web helpdesk, to support the users of the RE
Suite.

USERS GROUP
DEMO stimulates active participation of users to the user group.
During a users-day you can exchange experience and
knowledge with fellow users, ascertain what changes in the
software are made and what is planned in the release calendar.

CONTINUOUS DEVELOPMENT
The software is continuously developed. You can be sure that
the software is always up to date.

The functional structure of the RE Suite contains three tiers:

INSTALLATION

1. RE Foundation;

RE Suite is sold per license or offered as SaaS (where the

2. RE Applications;

number of users is unlimited). The software is suitable for client-

3. RE Modules

server environments, cloud application, but also can be used on
a stand-alone PC.

The RE Foundation Server consists of the data model, links to
other external sources and ERP and administrative systems.

INFORMATION

From the RE Foundation you can manage your data, such as

For more information about the RE Suite and consultancy on

the objects, components, encoding and the users of the system.

real estate development and management, please contact
DEMO on +31 (15) 7502520.

The second tier of the RE Suite is the application tier,

For more information about the RE Suite, see www.resuite.nl.

containing applications as Asset management, Maintenance,

You can also ask your question or information request by e-mail

Property Control etc.

at resuite@demobv.nl.

The third tier contains generic modules such as web portal,
GIS, reporting etc. They can be implemented and used
separately from the applications.

QUICK ACCES INFORMATION:
Scan the tag and immediately see
all the advantages.
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